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MARS PATHFINDER LANDING SITE SELECTION PROCESS 
M. Golombek, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Caltech, Pasadena, CA 91 109 

Mars Pathfinder will place a small lander and rover on the surface of Mars on July 4, 1997 to 
achieve a set of significant, but focused engineering, science, and technology objectives [I]. Selection 
of a landing site for Mars Pathfinder has been a two stage process. The preliminary site selection 
process took place from October 1993 to May 1994 and involved: identifying preliminary engineering 
constraints on various aspects of the landing site (e.g., elevation and latitude), identifying surface 
environment requirements for the spacecraft design (thermal and solar environments and surface 
characteristics such as slopes and rockiness), and performing preliminary evaluation of the potential 
scientific return at different sites. The second phase of the process took place from June 1994 to 
December 1995 and involved: revised constraints on landing sites based on spacecraft test results, 
complete assessment of the safety of all potential landing sites, and final prioritization of potential sites 
in terms of science potential. This abstract describes the process and outlines the deliberations involved 
in selecting and validating the Mars Pathfinder landing site. 

A variety of engineering considerations constrain the location of potential landing sites for 
Pathfinder. The site must be close to the sub-solar latitude (15"N on July 4,  1997) and sub-Earth 
latitude (25"N) so that the lander and rover solar arrays can generate the maximum possible power and 
to facilitate communication with Earth. Detailed calculations of power available from the solar arrays 
and usage by the lander and rover further require that the site be within L5" of 15"N latitude. The 
reference altitude of the site must be below 0 km so that the descent parachute has sufficient time (and 
atmosphere) to open and slow the lander to the correct terminal velocity. Landing will occur within a 
100 km by 200 km ellipse (a 90% probability landing ellipse) along a N74"E long axis around the 
targeted site due to navigational uncertainties during cruise and atmospheric entry. 

An open "Mars Pathfinder Landing Site Workshop" was held April 18-19, 1994 at the Lunar 
and Planetary Institute in Houston, Texas [2] to solicit ideas on potential landing sites from the 
scientific community. Three general types of landing sites were proposed by participants of the 
workshop: 1) "Grab Bag" Site - a place such as the mouth of a large catastrophic outflow channel in 
which a wide variety of rocks are potentially available and within reach of the rover. Even though the 
exact provenance of the samples would not be known, the potential for sampling a wide diversity of 
martian rocks in a small area could provide information on the origin and evolution of the martian 
crust. Data from subsequent orbital remote sensing missions could then be used to infer the 
provenance for the "ground truth" samples studied by Pathfinder. 2a) Large Uniform Site of Unknown 
Rock Type, which appears uniform at Viking resolution, but the interpretation of rock type or 
composition of the unit is uncertain. Landing at such a site would allow determination of the rock type 
that makes up the unit. 2b) Large Uniform Site of Suspected or  Known Composition, such as a lava 
flow. Landing at such a site would confirm the rock type and measure something about it that is 
important. Most of the attendees and the various science disciplines represented were supportive of a 
"grab bag" site that holds the prospect of sampling a diversity of crustal units. Most of these sites are 
located where catastrophic flood channels debouch into Chryse Planitia and have cut through a variety 
of ancient Noachian crustal units as well as the Hesperian Ridged Plains and a variety of other units. 
Many also supported analyzing highland rocks that likely make up 213 of the crust of the planet to 
address a variety of first-order scientific questions, such as differentiation and early evolution of the 
crust and investigation of early environments on Mars. Many participants were also interested in going 
to an area covered with dark eolian material, such as the Cerberus region, on the basis that the area 
would likely possess less weathered material and might be free of the dust present at the Viking 
landing sites (implying it also might look very different from the Viking sites). 

Based on these general guidelines, about 10 sites that met the engineering constraints wHe; 
evaluated in terms of basic, first order safety criteria, such as being free of obvious hazards in Viking 
images and not being areas of radar stealth or regions with very low thermal inertia (interpreted to be 
very low density dust of considerable thickness with little or no bearing strength; e.g., most of 
Amazonis Planitia). The sites were then prioritized into two categories based on science potential and 
safety considerations. The first group included two grab bag sites and two highland sitekThe second 
group consists of sites in the highlands, ridged plains and young channeylava sites. No site provides 
both a grab bag of ancient Noachian material and dark eolian material. 

The initial Pathfinder landing site selected was Ares Vallis (19.5N, 32.8W, -1.7 km elevation). 
This site is a "grab bag" site with the potential for sampling a variety of Noachian plateau material 
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(ancient crust) as well as Hesperian Ridged Plains and a variety of reworked materials deposited at the 
mouth of this large catastrophic outflow channel. This site has clear streamlined islands nearby and a 
very smooth depositional surface at Viking resolution (-40 &pixel), except for secondary craters and 
small hills [3]. Selection was made contingent on collection and analysis of Earth-based radar data 
during the early 1995 opposition, given the poor radar returns from this area during the Viking era. 
Alternate sites identified and studied include: Trouvelot Dark Highlands (12.5"N, 14"W) to sample 
ancient highland crust and dark eolian material. Maja Valles Fan (lSON, 52"W) is a grab bag site with 
an ancient highland massif just above the fan, which could improve the likelihood of sampling ancient 
crustal material. Maja Highlands (13S0N, 52"W) would sample an ancient highlands region cut by a 
plethora of valley networks. 

Subsequent to the preliminary selection of Ares Vallis as the landing site for Pathfinder, a much 
more exhaustive evaluation of potential landing sites was undertaken. An inventory was made of all 
potential landing sites on Mars that met basic safety criteria including elevation, latitude and hazard-free 
ellipse criteria, as well as moderate to high thermal inertia (implying a cohesive surface not dominated 
by dust), moderate rock abundance, and low albedo and red-to-violet ratios (implying little bright red 
dust) developed by H. Moore [see discussion and references in 41. (A combined data set of thermal 
inertia, rock abundance and albedo was graciously provided by P. Christensen, ASU, cited in [3]). 
About 13 sites meet these basic selection criteria, many of which are similar to those identified earlier. 
At about this time another open "Mars Pathfinder Landing Site Workshop II: Characteristics of Ares 
Vallis Region and Field Trips to the Channeled Scabland, Washington" was held in Spokane and 
Moses Lake, September 24-30, 1995 [5]. A consensus among many scientists on many aspects of the 
Ares Vallis site became apparent during this workshop, including: the landing site is on a depositional 
unit from Ares and Tiu catastrophic flooding, the etched terrain to the west of the landing ellipse is 
likely eolian in origin, the Ares Vallis site is probably less dusty than VL 1 based on the remote 
sensing data, and radar returns from the site are not unusual, with moderate RMS slopes and average 
reflectivities. The data discussed at the workshop indicate that the Ares site can't be shown to be any 
more hazardous than the Viking landing sites. Finally, the Channeled Scabland in eastern Washington 
and the Ephrata fan are excellent analogs for Ares Vallis and the landing site, respectively, thereby 
providing valuable insight into geologic processes and potential surface characteristics [5]. 

The final project decision on the Mars Pathfinder landing site was made at the "Mars Pathfinder 
Landing Site Certification Meeting" held November 16, 1995 at JPL. At that meeting, all potential 
landing sites on Mars that met basic safety criteria were analyzed in detail. The site must be below 0 
km elevation, between 10"-20°N in latitude, be free of obvious hazards of scales <1 km in <I00 
&pixel (preferably 4 0  d p x )  imaging data, have moderate to high thermal inertias, moderate rock 
abundances, low albedos and red-to-violet ratios, and have acceptable recent radar returns. The new 
radar data allow the elevation to be established to order 100 m uncertainty, which allows the potential 
use of a backup landing algorithm in case of descent altimeter failure. The RMS slopes from the radar 
data indicate the meter scale roughness of the site and the reflectivities indicate both surface bulk 
density and adequate descent altimeter radar returns to trigger solid rocket firing and airbag inflation. 
Only 4 sites on Mars meet all the above criteria: Ares Vallis, Maja Fan, Tritonis Lacus (20°N, 252"W; 
Amazonis knobby plains material of unknown origin), and Isidis (18.2"N, 275.3"W; Amazonis 
smooth plains of unknown origin). For completeness 7 sites were evaluated in detail, along with the 
Viking landing sites for comparison. Complete data were evaluated for all the above criteria as well as 
crater abundance, hill and mesa abundance, slopes over 1-10 m, 10-100 m, and 100 m-1 km scales, 
low altitude winds (from global circulation models and slopes), the size-frequency distribution of large 
rocks (the airbags are designed to land on 50.5 m high rocks), as well as rover trafficability and 
science potential. Of the 4 sites that are acceptable based solely on these safety criteria, Maja Fan 
appears to be dustier than the others, based on combined thermal inertias, albedos, red to violet ratios 
and radar reflectivities. Ares Vallis, Tritonis Lacus and Isidis all appear acceptable, with Ares being 
somewhat rockier and the other two being somewhat dustier, based on thermal inertias and albedos. 
Given that these three sites are all judged safe for landing Pathfinder, the decision to go to Ares was 
based on the clearly superior science potential at this site. 
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